Macs Baitstore Scambaiting Crossword
To answer a few of these questions, you have to have read the
appropriate scambaits!
Across
1) Topic or “new” Internet Sport sweeping the nation!
6) Common target for a lot of West African Scammers.
7) _____ Card scams are becoming increasingly popular.
9) _________ scams usually require courier fees and a “hard-cover” insurance policy.
10) What you may find in the hair of many African scammers.
11) Scambaiting nickname for the scammers.
14) Scammer with 3 last names and 5 email addresses.
15) One of the top five origins for scam emails.
16) How scammers try to earn a living.
17) Popular origin of Romance scams (former).
18) What these degenerate, bottom feeders prey upon (with “the”).
19) What they want you make (hint - _____ or no ______).
20) Eliza Dane’s choice of deities.
21) Details of the information from Loan Scams.
25) Last name of scammer-girl who died after being hit by a car.
27) Common delivery person of trunk boxes.
30) Favorite way to collect for 419 scammers.
32) Equivalent of a Partnership Agreement for scammers.
33) The one bank on Earth that does not take checks.
34) Formed to fight 419 Fraud.
36) Name used by scammers and baiters alike to describe victims.
39) What I wish all 419 scammers were.
40) Common word used by scammers to describe mode of operating.
Down
1) Perhaps the longest name in scambaiting.
2) Common origin of scam emails (city).
3) One of my favorite insults to a scammer (pl.)
4) The benchmark origin of 419 scams.
5) What scammer Karl Brader required of me, along with my address and phone number.
8) My name on my website.
12) Usual requirement asked for by scammers.
13) In my first reply to scammers, I usually ask for the _________ (sing.)
19) Keeping fee by security and delivery companies.
22) Common medium of correspondence with scammers.
23) One of top five origins of scam emails.

24) The stupidest loan officer on earth who asked me to teach him how to calculate loans
correctly.
25) Usually unknowing participants of scams who carry items of interest – or what 419
scammers like to have sex with.
26) Requirement from scammers and baiters alike.
28) YOU A BIG _______ - misspelled insult I received once the idiot figured out I was baiting
him.
29) Second favorite way to collect ill-gotten gains.
31) What each of those assholes are.
35) How fake delivery companies do not get paid.
37) Official body whose name is used in many scams.
38) When a scammer talks, you can be relatively sure it is this.
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